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4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Tlle neo-radical approaches in internirtional relations variously known as "development of 
underdevelopme~it", "ce~ztre-periphery", and "dependency" offer significant insights into an 
understanding of tlie liatilre of capitalist penetration in the Third World-Afro-Asian and Latin 
American countries. Eve11 though tliese approaches are primarily concerned with explaining tlie 
impact of capitalist penetration into such relatively poorer developing cou~~tries of the Third 
World, tliey do not represent a single unified body of literature. Rather, each of these represents 
a distinct way of explaining tlie cause of L'development" or "underdevelopment" in the 'Third 
World societies. Howevel., more often than not all tliese approaclies are broadly clubbed together 
under the rubric of what has come to be called the "dependency framework". 

What probably niakes these approaches neo-radical in nature is their insistence on maintaining 
an analytic and nietliodological equidistance from both the donii~iant lnodernisation framework 
and tke classical Marxist perspective i n  explaining tlie causes of developlnent or 
underdevelopment. These approaches, therefore, do not fall neatly within eitlier of tlie two 
frameworks i.e. the   nod ern is at ion and Marxist theories, altliougli in terms of ideological affinity 
tliey are clearty closer to Marxism tlia11 to tlie dominant niodernisatiori project. We shall now 
discuss each of tliese approaches separately. 

4.2 THEORY OF UNDERDEVELOPMENT 

'The growing dissatisfaction with tlie failure of the traditional theories of development in  resolving 
the problems of poverty, hunger, health, and tlie like in the poorer Tliird World countries led 
to the beginning of a new search for alternative analytic and explanatory framework. Particularly 
after the Second World War, it had become quite apparent to certain observers in tlie Tliird 
World countriks that diffusion of capit61 from tlie advanced to tlie less developed nations was 
far from a reality. Tlie intellectual reaction tliat thus followed led to tlie emergence of a new 
radical thinking eventually culminating into what has conle to be known as underdevelopment 
theory. In sharp cotitrast to the Western-centric development theory that treats underdevelopment 
as an inherently universal feature of the developlnent process at least in the initial stage and . 
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hence focuses excl~isively on explaini~lg how development takes place, the underdevelopment 
theory seeks to problenlatise underdevelopment historically by seeking to theorise its persistence. 
Explaining underdevelop~~ie~lt thus constitutes the core concern of the underdevelopnlent theorists. 

4.2.1 Origin of Underdevelopment Theory 

Broadly speaking, the iunderdevelopment theory tnainly originated from two distinct sources: 
one, theoretical debates within' Marxism, and two, tlie concrete development experience of 
Latin America. The issue of the possibility of capitalist developinent in the non-European 
countries exactly on the pattern of the West has for long dominated the agenda of classical 
Marxist debates on capitalist development. From Marx to the Russian Narodniks to Lenin, the 
issue of the feasibility and progressive role of capitalism continued to  remain a constant theme 
of debate until the end of the 1950s when the classical Marxist view was effectively challenged 
by a series of influential writings. The classical Marsist position that capitalist developmne~~t in 
underdeveloped countries is eminently possible and that capitalism has a progressive role to 
play in such societies was vehemently rejected by this new genre of writings. The first influential 
work in this context was Paul Baran's Political Economy of Growth. Baron's pessimism over 
the possibility of capitalist developnlent in the underdeveloped countries can be gauged from 
his own writings: 

[Elconomic development in underdeveloped countries is profoundly ininlical to the 
dominant interests in the advanced capitalist countries. Supplying many raw inaterials 
to the industridised countries, providing their corporatio~~s with vast profits and 
investment outlets, the backward world has always represented the indispensable 
hinterland of the highly developed capitalist West. Thus the ruling class in the United 
States (and elsewhere) is bitterly opposed to the industrialisation of the so-called ccsource 
countries" and to the enlcrgellce of integrated processing economies in the colonial and 
semi-colonial world. 

The second source of the origin of underdevelop~nent theory relates to the concrete development 
experience of Latin America and the concon~itant writings of Latin American scholars, which 
resulted fro111 such experiences. Notable anlong these arc scliolars like Rairl Prebiscl~, Fernando 
Henriquc Cardoso, Osvaldo Sunkel, aid Theotonio Dos Santos who cliallenged thc thesis tl~at 
capitalis~n nurtures developmer~t and indeed outlined a new theory of undcrdevelopme~~t. This 
particular version of underdevelopmenf as fashioned by the above scllolars came to be widely 
known as dependency theory, a theory that we shall exanline separately in details later on in 
t l ~ e  Unit. This was so because these scholslrs put cmphasis on the exploitative structure of the 
world capitalist economy in which Wester11 ecooo~nies enjoycd a dominant position vis-a-vis 
the Latin American economies, which wrcre rcduced to tllc status of mere satellites. Interestingly, 
the primary interest of the work carricd out by the United Nations Econonlic Commission on 
Latin America (ECLA) under its head Prebisch was primarily, at  least in the initial stage, 
directed towards an understanding of the tenns of international trade. It was only at a much 
later stage that it took the fonn of a full-fledged theory of centre-periphery, wl~icl~ shed new 
light on the undeistanding of underdevelopnlent in the Third World countries. 

4.3 THEORY OF CEN'TRE-PERIPHERY 

By rejecting tile classical standard theory of international tradehas developed front Adam Smith. 
and Ricardo tl~rough I-Ieckshe~~~ Ohlin: and Sanuelson, the ECLA Scllool argued that the world 
economy had been polarised into a centre and a periphery. The 11iain argument of the ECLA 
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School rested on the assumption that the traditional international division of labour has resulted 
in excessive concentration of production and wealth at the centre leading to increased 
pauperization of the periphery. This point is illustrated by advancing the argument that while 
the centre is characterised by a production structure, which is homogenous and diversified, the 
periphery is syrnbolised by a structure. which is heterogeneous and specialised. The periphery 
is specialised in the sense that production is confined to a few primary commodities and to 
enclaves, which have little or no linkages to the rest of the econonly. It is heterogeneous on 
account of its dualism-some structures characterise the capitalist system and others perpetuate 
the features of the previous pre-capitalist system. Because of these features, the ECLA School 
concluded &at the economy 'of the periphery could not benefit much from the international 
division of labour and international trade. Furthermore, the ECLA managed to  demonstrate 
through concrete evidences of the Latin American economies that low levels of productivity 
and unfavorable terns of trade only add up to sustained unequal development. The merit of the 
ECLA School Iies in the fact that they look at both development and underdevelopment as two 
sides of the same coin. Some of the prescriptions as suggested by the ECLA school to get out 
of the exploitative stycture relate to promoting "spontaneous industrialisation", "planned 
industrialisation", and the need for a "dynamic elite" which will help the Latin American 
economies to steer clear the impediments posed by the age-old yoke of imperialist and/or 
neocolonial control. 

Despite such efforts made by the EC1,A School to explain the dynamics of development and 
underdevelopment, it has been criticised as being reformist in orientation. The reason why it 
was dismissed as reformist is that it almost uncritically accepted the proposition that the petty 
bourgeois intelligentsia and the industrial bourgeoisie in the periphery would play a progressive 
role by supporting national interests and restricting the influence of foreign interests. Furthermore, 
the ECLA School is also criticised for its inability in explaining the mechanisms of exploitation 
adequately. 

4.3.1 Andre Gunder Frank on Centre-periphery 

Drawing upon the work of Baran and ECLA, Andre Gunder Frank came to represent the full 
development of dependency theory and to epitomise the left-wing challenge to the progressive 
thesis of classical Marxism. In his main work, Capitalism and Underdevelopment in Latin 
America (1967), and through several other writings, Frank developed his thesis that 
'underdevelopment as we know it today, b d  economic development as well, are the simultaneous 
and related products of the development on a world-scale and over a history of more than four 
centuries, at least, of a single integrated economic system: capitalism". He maintained that 
capitalism at centre and the periphay are dynamically related and the dynamics produce 
development at both ends. However, the problem according to Frank is that in conbrast to the 
centre, which alone reaps all the bellefits of development, what occiurs at the end of the 
periphery is the development of underdevelopment. In other words, the underdevelopment of the 
periphery or the satellite is a condition of the development of the centre or the metropolis. This 
is so because capitalism, according to Frank, constantly generates underdevelopment in satellitel 
peripheral countries through the expropriation of surplus by the advanced metropolitan cohtries. 
Frank thus visualises "a whole chain of metropolises and satellites, which runs from ihe world 
metropolis down to the hacienda or rural merchants who are satellites of the local commercial 
metropolitan centre but who, in their him, have peqsmts as their satellites." Influenced heavily 
by Paul Baran's ideas, Frank den~onstrates how an inimical relationship esists between economic 
development in satellite countries and the dominant interests in advanced capitalist countries. 
Thus, to him, any understanding of unddrdevelopment in satellite countries can be explained 
only by referring to the single historical process of capitalist development. To him, a satellite 
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country experiences the higl~est gro\vtli rate only ~vlien its link with the nletropolitan countries 
is the weakest. Tllus, any explanation of "development of ullderdevelopri~e~lt" of a specific 
country can be understood only by locating its position in the hierarchy of the world capitalist 
system as a whole, and secondly, by identiQing the econolnic structure of the society under 
investigation. Given the highly hierarchised structure of the world capitalist econonly, Frank 
argues that there is no way of eliminating underd~velopnlent at the periphery other than de- 
linking from capitalism altogether. 

Frank's theory of development of underdevelopinent has been criticised mainly on two grounds. 
Froin a historical point of view: Lacklau raises hvo hndanlental questions: First, is it true that 
Latin America had a market-oriented capitalist econolny from the very beginning'? The problem 
is that capital and die capitalist mode of production do not necessarily represent the same thing. 
In fact, capital may exist in antiquity, but the capitalist mode of production enlerges only when 
a free labour market can be identified. 

Secondly, to what extent were the structural conditions of capitalisn~ prevalent in the 16th 
Century Europe when, according to Frank, the capitalist donlination started in Latin America? 
Apart fiom that, Frank tries to locate the fundamental contradictions of a society in the field ' 
of circulation rather than production, with the result that his theory "can go no more than . 
halfway towards an explanation of why development generates underdevelopment". It has also 
been argued that Frank, perhaps, overemphasises the vertical relationship between metropolitan 
and satellite countries and thereby ignores tile historical ties, which sustain the dependency 
structure. 

4.3.2 Samir Amin on Centre-periphery 

Another major contribution to the theory of underdevelopn~ent came from the Afiicai~ scholar 
Samir Amin. In his major work Accz~mzrlation on n World Scale: A Critique of the Theory qf 
Underdevelopment (1974): Punin argued that the industriatised countries and the less developed 
countries arc integrated in a manner, ~vhicl~ inhibits capitalism from perfornling its ilistorical 
role of developing the productive forces in the underdeveloped countries. He asserted that from 
the beginning of the imperialistic period, the less developed countries were no longer capable 
of attaining "autonomous self-sustaining growth", whatever their level of per capita output 
might be. One aspect of this state of afiurs is that the periphery seeks development in competition 
with the centre, whicl~ dominates it and distorts its structures, rendering them unsuitable for 
self-sustaining development. This competition leads to a distortion toward export activities, the 
qhoice of light industries and low teclmology, and toward tertiary activities, all of which 
transfer "multiplier" effects from the periphery to the centre and block economic growth. 

4.3.3 lrnrnanuel Wallerstein on Centre-periphery 

lmmanuel Wallerstein. whose tnoitumental studies of the history of capitalism epitomise the 
world system theory, is widely considered to be its most prominent protagonist. 111 other words, 
Wallerstein's world-system theory-a direct development of Lenin's work on inlperialism and 
the Latin American dependency school-is universally acknowledged as yet another very 
significant contribution to underdevelopment theory. Given the wide historical sweep and thc 
range of issues covered in Wallerstein's work, a number of other writers such as Christopher 
Chase-Dunn, Frank and Gilts etc. have further developed his work by building on his initial 
foundational work. 

In his major work The Capitalist World ~cooomy (1979), ~ a l l e & i n  traced the major institutions 
of the world---classes, ethnic and national groups, households, and states-to the development 
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of tlie capitalist world system. The mc~dcr~~ world-system, for Wallerstein, is a11 example of a 
world-economy. According to Wallerstcin this system elnergcd in Europe at around the turn of 
the 16th Century. It subsequent~j~ expanded to bring about the current situation whereby, as 
Wallerstein believes, there is no corner of thc globe, which is not thoroughly "implicated" 
within it. And all this could become possible because of the "ceaseless accun~ulation of capital" 
or in a word, capitalism. Thus the modern world-system, according to Wallerstein, is above all 
else a "capitalist systen~", which provitles its central dynamic. He argued that the world systcn~ 
is unequal and tlmt this is related to its capitalist character. The inequality resolves into a 
hierarchy of three kinds of states or regions-the periphery, the semi-periphery, and the 
core. According to Wallerstein, the tlzree zones of world economy are linked together in an 
esplojtative relationship in which wealth is drained away from the periphery to the centre. As 
a result, the relative positions of the zones beco~ne ever   no re "deeply entrenched" i.e. the rich 
get richer wllilst the poor become poorer. 

4.4 THEORY OF DEPENDENCjA 

As a concept, the tern1 "depei~dency" is widely used in international relations to explain the 
"dominant-dependent" structure of relations botli anlong and between the nation-states. However, 
as a school of thought, dependency theory seeks to explain the causes of econolnic developmellt 
and underdevelopmeilt. Evolvi~lg in Latin America during the 1960s, the dependency theory 
later found favour in some writings about Africa and Asia. The dependency theory particularly 
becanle very influential in Latin America where it exerted considerable influence on government 
policies in the region. 

With contributions from varied scholars like Prebisch, Furtado, Sunkel, Paz, Cordoso, Faletto, 
Dos Santos, and Marini, Latin America contributed more than any other region to the developnlent 
of underdevelopment theory, in this case tlle dependency versiot~. This probably explains why 
underdevelopinent theory is largely associated with Latin America and regarded as Latin 
America's major contribution to the social sciences. 

Apart from Latin America, tlie dependency tlleory has had varying degrees of influence in other 
regions like Asia, Africa and the Caribbean. Even though the dependency approach has not 
been veqr influential in countries like India, it has nonetheless enjoyed a visible presence. 
Indian Marxist scl~olars like Dadabhai Naoroji and M. N.  Roy did contribute considerably 
towards the development of dependency perspective.   ow ever, the appeal of the dependency 
theory in India in terms of its impact on thc policy circles is not at all con~parable to that of 
the Latin Anerican countries. The situation in Africa, however, has been far better than that 
of India. It became quite ilffluciitial in policy circles in Africa under the influence of the 
Cow~cil for the Development of Econhic and Social Research (CODESRTA), the umbrella 
social science organisation of Africa. CODESRIA in due course of time becan~c a key centre 
for the leaders of the inore radical nationalist and liberation nlovements from Angola, 
Mozanlbique, Soutll Africa, Zimbab~c, and Nanibia-dl of whom had their own distinct 
theories of underdevelopnlent which cmanated froin their experiences of exploitative imperialism. 
The popularity of the dependency in this part of the world can be gauged froin the 
fact that Julius Nyerere, president of Tanzania, personally popularised it so inuch that it became 
part of the official ideology in independent Mozanzbique and Angola. 

4.4.1 Key Arguments of the Theory of Dependencia 

There is apparently no unified body of tbo6ght called dependency theory. Nor is there my 
consensus anlong scllolars about a theory of dependency. A carefill look at the eistiilg literature 
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011 dependency reveals that they nlove in different directions with both advocates and critics 
putting forward a inultitude of positions. While there are some critics who attack the nationalist 
u~clinations of sonle advocates of depeilde~lcy \vho oppose outside influence, others argue that 
too mucll of a focus on estenlal considerations of dependency avoids considerations of the 
internal class struggle. There are still others who believe that dependency obscures the analysis 
of impe~.ialisrn. This is probably so bccausc dependency theory encoinpasses a large body of 
literature which incorporates many concepts and metl~ods. However, the disti~lgi~ishing feature 
of  all dependency writers is that they treat the social and economic developlneilt of 
underdeveloped countries as conditioned by extenla1 forces. What this means is that the more 
powerhl advanced capitalist countries of the world doninate tlic ul~derdeveloped countries in 
the intenlatio~lal capitalist system. 

The decade of 1960s and 1970s witl~cssed growing assertions fro111 the originators of tile 
dependency approach. They stressed tl~at thc issue of development in the Tliird World should 
be treated as a historically distinctive problem. According to  thc dependenti.sln.s, the world 
econonly was divided into two sets of countries-the core conlprising of the developed capitalist 
Western Europe and Northern America, and the p9ripher.y co~lstit~~ted by the Tliird World 
couiltries of Asia, Africa and Latin America. Dependentislns held the view that the Third World 
countries were increasii~gly being drawn into the world capitalist system a11d that their eco~lolnies 
were increasingly being transformed into the capitalist Inode of productioll through the contilluous 
penetration of capital fro111 the core countries to the peripheral areas. All this, over the span of 
t11e past three to four centuries, thq, argued- has linked up the peripheral econon~ies with that 
of the core economies. This brought aboiit a situation whereby, they argued; both dependent 
capitalism and pre-capitalist forn~r~lnttioas existed at the same time in the absence of fullest 
realisatlon of the potentials of capitalist development. The dependentistas tllus asserted that 
underdevelopn~ent, much like development, is also a historical process, \vhich allowed the corr: 
economies to establisli and perpeti~ate tlle structures of dominnnce vis-a-vis the peripheral 
econonues. Consequently, the core economies began to develop at  the cost of tlie yeripl~eral 
ones. The resultant dependence of the periphery up011 the core for capital, investments, credit, 
market, teclu~ology and fillishcd products provided lcvcrage to thc core countries in world 
capitalist system. Tlle increased vulnerability of the periphery vik-&-vis the core resulted in the 
perpetuation of exploitation of the periplleral co~lntries at thc hands of the core countries. The 
subordinate positioil of the peripheral ecoi~omies thus directly weakened their bargaining capacity 
in hreas of trade tvhich allowed the core countries a free h a ~ d  in regulating the prices of primary 
coi~u~lodities and raw materials resulti~ig in constn~lt fluctuations of the prices and deterioration 
in tenns of trade. All this enabled the core countries to accun~ulate capital in their parts of the 
world at the cost of the peripheral economies. This exploitative relatio~~ship between the core 
.and the periphery was not only structurally linked but also enabled the core countries to 
accunlulate tlle surplus from the peripliernl economics on a world scale. The loss of access to 
its surplus thus explains the continued impoverishn~ent and marginality of the peripheral 
economies in the world capitalist systan. 

As aptly noted by the Brazilian sdcial scientist, Dos Santos:, 

By dependence we meal a sitilation in \vIlich the econotlly of certain countries is 
conditioned by the devclopnlert and cspallsiorl of anotllcr cco~~omy to vvl~ich the 
former is subjected. The relation of inter-dependence betwcen two or more 
economies: and between tliese and world trade, asstiilles the form of dependence 
when some cpulltries (the dominant ones) call do this only as a reflection of that 
expansion, which can have either a positive or c7, negative effect on their immediate 
development. 
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The Chilean econo~iiist Osvaldo Su~~kel further elaborates upon the issue of foreign penetration 
into tlle political econo~ilies of the l'hird World and how outside economic and political influences 
affect local develop~nent and reinforce ruling classes at the expense of the marginal classes: 

Foreign factors are seen not as external but as intrinsic to the system, with manifold 
and sonletilnes hidden or subtle political, financial, economic, tecllnical and cultural 
effects inside the underdeveloped country. . . . Thus the concept of "depcndencia"' 
links tlie post-War evolution 01' capitalisnl internationally to the discriminatoly 
nature of the local process of d~velopment. as we blow it. Access to the means 
and benefits of developnient is selective: rather tl1a11 spreading them, the process 
tends to ensure a self-reillforcin!; accun~ulation of privilege for special groups as 
well as the continued existence of a marginal 'class. 

It thus becomes quite clear from tlie above that the surplus is appropriated by and invested in 
tlie advanced capitalist countries where it leads to rapid economic development. The 
dependentistas thus argue that the appropriation of the surplus by the developed core both 
causes and perpetuates inequalities among the peripheral ecollolnies of the Tllird World countries. 
In explaining the dynamics of exploitation, they go as far back as the colonial period by tracing 
the roots of historical looting and plundering of the colonics by the "metropolitan" countries. 
They argue that what was true of the colonial times is also true of the prescnt day persistence 
of underdevelopment in the Third World. 'he  only differcilce being that while in the colonial 
period such extraction1 appropriatiol~uf tl~e sutylus took the fonn of direct appropriation of 
products i.e. lootilig and plundering, 111 the contemporary times it operates through lvliat is 
called "repatriation of profits". One of the tl~ost distinguishing features of the dependency 
theory is that unlike the orthodox Matxist theory, it seeks to explain the extractionlappropriation 
dichoton~y as an aspect of the relationship among countries. and not classes. 

4.5 SUMMARY 

As against the decades of 1960s and 1970s ~vhen the dependency theory had indeed become 
very fashionable in the Third World and did appear as the viable alternative explanatory 
framework, it has now beconie conlnlon to proclaim that it is more or less dead. Both Western 
mainstream scholarship and left-wing i~itellectuals appear to have rejected tllc tendency of 
underdeveloplnent theory to hold the \Vest responsible for the underdevclopmcnt of the Tliird 
World. This is justified on the basis of the spectacular economic perforlnance by some of the 
Third World countries like tllc Republic of Soutl~ Korea, Thailand, Singapore. Taiwm---the so- 
called Asian Tigers, and the other ne~vly industrialising economies. There arc othcr factors as 
well, which explain the increasing unl)opularity of the undcrdevelopnlent theory today. Sonle 
of the cataclysmic international politicit1 developments like the collapse of tlic Soviet bloc, the 
Westemisation of the former Soviet Union, the end of the Cold War, and the rel~ewed 
hegemonisation of the market in the wake of a.globalising world have all added to Ihc declining 
influence, ~f not outright rejection. of the undcrdevelopmalt theory. Moreover, the recent spate 
of ecollolllic crisis engulfing some of the Third World countries, especially in Latin America 
and Africa, Ilas forced them to go for IMF-sponsored neoclassical solutions like structural 
adjustnlent progran-~s etc. 

Be that as it may, it would be diff~cidt to deny the fact that the dependency framework did make 
bold efforts to provide an alternative explal~ation of underdevclopmcnt. Not only did it cl~allcnge 
tlle conventiollal wisdonl as representcd by thc nlodernisation tlieot?, and ortl~odos Marsism, 
but dso  sought to show the way fonvard. Despite its dcnlisc as a sou~id tl~eory, it continues to 
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remain a valid analytic and explanatory franiework as far as understanding ~~nderdevelopnient 
in tlie 'Third World is concenied. Finally, one can conclude by saying that its demise paradoxically 
attests its increasing significance. 

4.6 EXERCISES 

1) What is the neo-radical approacll to the study of ititernational relations? 

2) How is underdevelopment differe~lt from development? Bring out tile essential features of 
tlie theory of underdevelopment. 

3) What do you understand by the ~ e n t r e - ~ e r i ~ h e r ~  model of underdevelopme~it? What are the 
views of different scholars on this? 

4) What made the dependency theory extreniely popular in Latin America in tliel970s? Locate 
the other areas where it has had deep impact on the policy ~iiakers by accou~iting for 
possible reasons. 

5 )  Bring out tlie key argu~iients of the dependency approach. 

6 )  Why do you think lias the revolutionary appeal of the dependency framework declined in 
tlie more recent times? 
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